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C: The Complete Reference, 4th Ed.McGraw-Hill, 2000

	The Ultimate Resource on C—Thoroughly Updated for the New C Standard.


	A new ANSI/ISO standard for C, called C99, has been recently adopted and Herb Schildt, the world's leading programming author, has updated and expanded his best-selling reference on C to cover it. Whether you are a beginning C programmer or a seasoned...
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Network Security: A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Learn network security basics using this practical guide

Create a successful security program--even if you're new to the field of network security--using this practical guidebook. You can now get the technical background you need and have access to the best and most up-to-date security practices--from one resource. You'll learn how to...
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SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Design, deploy, and manage stored procedures in enterprise data applications

SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure Programming shows you how to use Transact-SQL to design, debug, and manage custom stored procedures, functions, and triggers. You'll learn to manage SQL Server resources using new features of Enterprise Manager, Query analyzer,...
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Visual Basic .NET Tips & TechniquesMcGraw-Hill, 2002
300+ Immediate Solutions from the Pros

Quickly take advantage of Visual Basic .NET to implement a wide range of programming tasks. Packed with practical advice and hundreds of ready-to-run programs, this powerful resource will show you how to maximize the .NET environment to create professional-quality real-world solutions. Covers key...
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How to Do Everything with Adobe® Acrobat® 6.0 (Windows)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Harness the power of Adobe Acrobat to create and publish sophisticated PDF (Portable Document Format) documents. From simple memos to interactive forms, learn why Acrobat is the tool for any electronic publishing task--including projects that require multimedia. Create, enhance, and edit PDF documents, or use the Internet to share working PDF...
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Microsoft Office Access 2003: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
The Definitive Resource on Access 2003

CD-ROM contains quick reference section on Access 2003--plus sample database files that support the book's material

Scale mountains of data with a single application with the help of this comprehensive resource. Through detailed, step-by-step instructions, you'll learn how to design and...
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Instant SQL Server 2000 ApplicationsMcGraw-Hill, 2001
The Ultimate Collection of Ready-to-Use Code and Expert Techniques

Build robust SQL Server 2000 database applications easily using the pre-built projects packed into this essential resource. Inside, you'll find step-by-step details for creating several practical tools that use SQL Server 2000 as the back-end. Every application, script,...
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Machine LearningMcGraw-Hill, 1997
The field of machine learning is concerned with the question of how to construct
computer programs that automatically improve with experience. In recent years
many successful machine learning applications have been developed, ranging from
data-mining programs that learn to detect fraudulent credit card transactions, to...
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Cisco Security ArchitecturesMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Cisco Security Architectures demystifies access lists, the PIX Firewall, and how to secure a Cisco based network. 

In today's age of remote users and widespread Internet access, security continues to be of utmost importance to network administrators and engineers. This important, comprehensive guide shows you how to avoid common mistakes...
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IBM(R) Websphere(R) Application Server: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2002
IBM is generally considered one of the most important software vendors, and this is
even more true in the e-business space. In fact, many would say that IBM is the most
influential vendor and has the best vision and product scope in spaces such as Web
application development, Java, middleware, and enterprise systems. This chapter...
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Voice Over MPLS : Planning and Designing NetworksMcGraw-Hill, 2002
MPLS is many things to many people. If you’re moving IP voice traffic, it may mean performance gains for you.
Daniel Minoli’s Voice Over MPLS gives you the technical and business lowdown on innovative new solutions for packet-based voice.  What does it take to build flexible, high-performance networks with...
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Build Your Own Web SiteMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Stop dreaming and start building that Web site! This one-stop resource demystifies the process, showing you step-by-step how to plan for, construct, and publish your own Web site. Connect to a remote server, get a domain name, and gather content. Then, construct pages using a variety of tools. Learn to use pictures and graphics, format text,...
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